Fun With Word Shapes

Complete the activity by writing the correct word in the boxes below.

1. would
2. around
3. their
4. was
5. the
6. been
7. very
8. call
9. don’t
10. or
11. your
12. right
13. sleep
14. before
15. its
16. green
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off  first  always  buy

cold  does  made  those
tell  goes  gave  use
work  write  us  fast
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Fun With Word Shapes

Complete the activity by writing the correct word in the boxes below.

1. both
2. why
3. best
4. many
5. work
6. made
7. pull
8. both
9. these
10. because
11. which
12. sing
13. upon
14. read
15. why
16. wish
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